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PUBLIC COMMENTS:

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Garen Yegparian.

ADDRESS: 310 E. Providencia Avenue, # 212, Burbank,

California 91502.

E-MAIL ADDRESS: Yeghparian@earthlink.net.

MR. YEGPARIAN: So comment number one: I think units

should be absolutely maximized; however, there should be a

large number of units whose residents whether owners or

renters are prohibited from owning a car.

The management will be authorized to periodically

verify non-ownership with penalties if ownership is implied

by the residents of the units. So that's number one.

Number two: Since this property and even the street

is currently private, which prevents people from doing normal

activities such as petition, signings, and so forth, based on

the whim of the owner. Those areas that will normally be

thought of as public property should be restored to that

status with the concomitant access.

And in other words, if it looks like a sidewalk, if

it's used like a sidewalk, it's concrete like a sidewalk, it

should be a real public sidewalk. Those are my two comments.
Thank you.

[Session Adjourned at 8:30 P.M.]
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